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Executive Summary
Enterprise IT professionals struggle to make their IT environments stable enough to meet business SLAs, 
and yet agile enough to support rapid business change. To succeed, they need to analyze the millions of 
logs that describe how applications, devices, clouds, networks, and containers all work together. 

Log analytics drive the success of three inter-related disciplines: ITOps, the implementation, management, 
and monitoring of IT infrastructure; DevOps, the development, testing, release, monitoring, and 
management of applications; and CloudOps, which combines ITOps and DevOps for cloud environments. 
With an effective log analytics product, ITOps, DevOps, and CloudOps engineers can help enterprises boost 
efficiency and gain competitive advantage.

This report recommends five criteria for ops engineers and their managers to evaluate log analytics 
products:

1. Ease of use: your log analytics product should make ops engineers’ jobs easier by reducing the time 
and effort required to make sense of logs. 

2. Analytical flexibility: Your product should support search and query capabilities and granular sorting 
for both batch and streaming log data. 

3. Performance and scalability: It should analyze high volumes of logs in a time frame that meets your 
latency and throughput SLAs while keeping compute costs within budget. 

4. Support for an open architecture. It should integrate with a wide range of log sources, data stores, 
formats, APIs, drivers, visualization tools, and workflow tools with minimal effort. 

5. Governance capabilities. It should minimize data copies to assist data quality, protect PII with 
features such as role-based access controls, and audit activities to assist compliance efforts.
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Introduction
At a high level, we know information technology (IT) makes us more productive and prosperous. A big 
reason we have better lifestyles than our grandparents is that we use modern applications and devices to 
get more work done each year.

At a low level, we know IT is a messy affair. Our applications and devices rely on a web of interdependent 
clouds, networks, and containers. IT operations (ITOps), development operations (DevOps), and cloud 
operations (CloudOps) engineers work hard to manage this mess. If they succeed, they create a stable, 
agile IT environment that makes their enterprise more productive. If they fail, their enterprise becomes 
less productive. 

Ops engineers can increase their odds of success by analyzing millions of logs that describe the performance 
characteristics of various IT components. Log analytics helps them with three interrelated disciplines:

 > Managing IT infrastructure. ITOps engineers use logs to implement, manage, and monitor IT 
infrastructure. This includes resource configuration, monitoring and control of capacity utilization, and 
monitoring and response to performance or cost issues. ITOps engineers seek to achieve stability. They 
apply consistent methods to meet service level agreements (SLAs), support chargeback efforts, and 
assist compliance.

 > Managing and deploying applications. DevOps engineers use logs to develop, test, release, monitor, 
and manage applications. DevOps engineers seek to achieve agility. They help business owners 
address urgent market demands, innovate, and make competitive enhancements. 

 > Managing cloud infrastructure. CloudOps engineers use logs to manage virtual cloud resources 
rather than physical hardware because cloud providers manage hardware themselves. This combines 
the roles of ITOps and DevOps engineers in cloud environments.

To accomplish the above tasks, IT engineers depend on three types of tools. First, DevOps tools such as 
GitHub help build, test, and release software on cloud infrastructure. DevOps tools provide collaborative 
capabilities such as version control, bug tracking, and feature requests. Second, IT and application 
monitoring tools such as Dynatrace and AppDynamics monitor the performance of applications, spot 
issues, help identify root cause, and then assist remediation. These tools monitor both the application 
layer and infrastructure layer.

Third are log analytics tools, which integrate and analyze logs that capture application and 
infrastructure events. Log analytics tools study a wider array of logs—including message queues, content 
delivery networks, and virtual private clouds—than IT and application monitoring tools. Log analytics 
tools help ops engineers achieve stability and agility. 
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This report defines criteria that ops engineering teams can use to evaluate and select the right 
commercial log analytics product for their enterprise.

What is a log?
Each day, the average enterprise’s applications, containers, compute nodes, and other components 
throw off millions of tiny logs. Each log is a file whose data describes an event such as a user action, 
service request, application task, web page view, or compute error. It might simply summarize the event, 
the timestamp, and the component(s) involved, or warn of an error or failure that needs urgent attention. 
Logs also capture messages that applications and other IT components send to one another. 

Each day the average enterprise IT environment generates millions  
of logs that describe events such as user actions, application tasks,  

and compute errors.

Logs capture these events and messages on all four layers of an IT environment: users, applications, 
containers, and infrastructure—which includes compute, storage, and network resources. Figure 1 
illustrates these four layers.

Figure 1. Layers of an IT Environment

Users

Applications

Containers

Compute Compute Compute
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IT engineers perform log analytics when they ingest, transform, search, and query all those files of events 
and messages. By studying logs, you can identify patterns, anomalies, and trends, and derive metrics 
to characterize those trends. You can use tools such as Kibana to visualize these outputs and generate 
threshold-based alerts that guide smart action. 

Ops engineers that analyze their logs effectively can make cloud computing more stable and agile. But 
you need to select the right log analytics product to realize this promise.

Use Cases
Before we dig into evaluation criteria, let’s review the primary use cases for log analytics.

Use cases to ensure stability

ITOps and CloudOps engineers help manage performance and reliability, control costs, and improve 
compliance by performing the following tasks:

 > Manage performance and reliability. Use dashboards and alerts to monitor performance and 
reliability indicators such as latency, throughput, and availability. Troubleshoot issues, identify root 
cause, and take steps to remediate and prevent future issues. Notify other stakeholders of key issues 
and the necessary remediation, and provide periodic reports comparing KPIs to SLAs for latency, 
throughput, and availability. 

 > Control costs. Monitor the utilization of resources on premises or in the cloud. Measure the cost 
implications by team, business unit, or infrastructure resource in order to guide chargeback processes, 
and deliver periodic reports to business owners and finance managers. Identify runaway users, 
applications, or resources, then adjust processes to reduce costs. 

 > Improve compliance. Track various user actions and processes to assist compliance with regulations 
related to privacy, financial stability, fraud prevention, etc. This includes user handling of sensitive 
customer data, in particular personally identifiable information (PII), to assist compliance with privacy 
regulations such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and California Consumer 
Privacy Act. Monitor logs and configure alerts to identify risky actions, then intervene by engaging 
users or adjusting processes. 

Use cases to ensure agility

DevOps and CloudOps engineers manage application releases and scale resources by performing the 
following tasks:

 > Manage application releases. Monitor logs to assist the DevOps practice of continuous integration 
and continuous development (CI/CD), which means frequently updating applications to fix errors and 

https://gdpr-info.eu/
https://oag.ca.gov/privacy/ccpa
https://oag.ca.gov/privacy/ccpa
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maintain production quality standards. Track performance KPIs and resource utilization of application 
updates to accelerate the debugging and release process.

 > Scale resources. Track resource utilization to guide decisions about when and how to scale out your 
infrastructure. Plot trends and configure alerts to spot thresholds and thereby prevent bottlenecks in 
compute, storage, or network resources. Use this information to scope requirements and procure new 
resources on premises or in the cloud.

Evaluation Criteria
Log analytics products have a tall order to fill, given the range of use cases and complexity of modern IT 
environments. Ops engineers and their managers should use five criteria to evaluate products: ease of 
use, analytical flexibility, performance and scalability, support for an open architecture, and governance 
capabilities. Ask the following questions in order to compare your options and select the right product 
for your enterprise.

Criterion 1. Ease of Use
A log analytics product should reduce the time and expertise required to generate insights from millions 
of logs. This starts with automation that replaces manual scripts with an automated interface wherever 
possible. It also means integrating with ops engineers’ preferred analytics tools—such as Kibana, 
Grafana, or Looker—as well as existing data stores such as Amazon S3—with minimal effort. Ask the 
following additional questions about the products you evaluate.

What level of training does this product require?

Ops engineers can ill afford to spend weeks learning a new interface and set of processes. A log analytics 
product should require no more than a week of training for new users. They need an intuitive, guided, 
and non-disruptive experience. See how fast your ops engineers can get productive applying that 
product to your enterprise data, either through a hands-on demonstration or a proof of concept.

Does this product increase team collaboration?

ITOps, DevOps, and CloudOps engineers need common terminology, metrics, and processes to 
collaborate. When an application goes down, compute costs spike, or a compliance problem arises, they 
won’t have the time to reconcile contradictory findings from different point tools. Evaluate log analytics 
products based on their ability to provide all these stakeholders a common platform on which they can 
spot and solve problems—and build clear reports to update business owners.

https://www.elastic.co/kibana/
https://grafana.com/
https://looker.com/
https://aws.amazon.com/s3/
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How does this product affect usage of other tools?

Your log analytics product should increase your team’s productivity with related tools. For example, it 
might provide DevOps engineers and application developers with quick insights on application bugs, 
thereby accelerating the test/dev process on GitHub. Once in production, it might inform them of 
network congestion, thereby accelerating the remediation process in their application performance 
management tool. It also might inform compliance officers of unauthorized PII access, so they know to 
adjust their role-based access controls.

Is it available as a managed service?

Seek out log analytics products that your team can use as a managed service. By outsourcing the 
responsibility for software maintenance and upgrades, your ops engineers can focus on their core task of 
making your IT environment stable and agile.

In sum, a log analytics product should make your stakeholders’ jobs easier. Ops engineers should 
generate more and deeper insights from their logs, faster. Their managers, meanwhile, should see their 
teams become more productive, less burned out, and more likely to stick with their job.

Your log analytics product should make your ops engineers’ jobs easier.

Criterion 2. Analytical Flexibility
Your product should enable you to explore, discover, transform, analyze, and monitor the torrents of 
logs that describe events in your IT environment—as well as the messages IT components send to one 
another. To gauge how well a log analytics product does this, ask the following questions.

Does this product organize logs in a granular way?

Your log analytics product needs to assemble high volumes of logs and present granular views of them to 
many users, while supporting growth on both sides. For example, ChaosSearch enables ops engineers 
to create and join object groups, perhaps defined by log source or category. It creates a compressed 
physical index of all object groups, capturing metadata such as log source, format, and attributes. Users 
can view simple visualizations—such as tables, charts, or text clouds—for each object group. Using this 
physical index, ops engineers can start to transform and analyze the data.

Does it search and query log data?

Most log analytics scenarios today center on search. The ElasticSearch engine, like Google, performs 
full-text searches on high volumes of indexed logs and returns prioritized results to the user. But your log 
analytics product also should support structured query language (SQL) commands that enrich the ways 

https://www.chaossearch.io/
https://www.elastic.co/elasticsearch/
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in which ops engineers interact with log data. They need to search all their logs by keyword, then query 
those results and correlate their findings. 

For example, a CloudOps engineer might need to search through resource utilization logs for a slow 
SaaS application, then query and correlate the results to understand how compute, storage, and 
network resource utilization levels relate to one another. They identify the root cause—such as network 
congestion—and reroute network traffic to remediate the problem. They start monitoring network 
utilization levels and set threshold-based alerts to stay ahead of future issues.

Does this product support all your log analytics use cases?

Your product should support all of the log analytics use cases described earlier for ITOps, DevOps, and 
CloudOps engineers. For stability, these ops engineers might need to manage performance by fixing a 
SaaS application issue; control costs by identifying the data scientist that consumes so much Amazon 
EC2 compute; or improve compliance by shutting down usage of unmasked PII. For agility, they might 
need to manage application releases by checking how much memory a software update consumes, or 
help scale resources by setting threshold alerts for server utilization.

Build an inventory of your specific use cases and assess whether your candidate product addresses 
them all. It will need to provide comprehensive support, because ops engineers don’t have time to learn 
multiple log analytics products.

Does it support both batch and streaming data workloads?

Many use cases depend on real-time analytics of logs, i.e., within seconds or minutes, depending on 
enterprise requirements. Your log analytics product should ingest logs from streaming platforms such 
as Amazon Simple Queue Service (SQS), Google Pub/Sub, and Apache Kafka, and make those logs 
accessible for alerting and analytics within those latency windows. This might entail live indexing and 
transformation of incoming log streams. 

Criterion 3. Performance and Scalability
As with other types of analytics, the value of log analytics often boils down to performance and scale—in 
particular, the volume of logs you can study in a given minute or hour to solve a given problem. Achieving 
this means widening and extending the data pipeline you use to process logs. Rising log volumes can 
overwhelm traditional log analytics products such as the ELK stack, forcing enterprises to find a faster 
and more scalable alternative. Ask the following questions to understand your alternatives.

How is the log analytics pipeline architected?

Either natively or via connected components, your log analytics product needs to ingest, transform, 
and analyze logs from applications, message queues, and myriad other sources. Evaluate the sequence 

https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/?ec2-whats-new.sort-by=item.additionalFields.postDateTime&ec2-whats-new.sort-order=desc
https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/?ec2-whats-new.sort-by=item.additionalFields.postDateTime&ec2-whats-new.sort-order=desc
https://aws.amazon.com/sqs/
https://cloud.google.com/pubsub
https://kafka.apache.org/
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of steps each product takes to achieve this. Determine how each product’s indexing and processing 
methods will handle your log data. 

For example, the ELK stack ingests, transforms, indexes, and then stores logs, so that Elasticsearch can 
search and query them. Its Lucene database compresses data for indexing at a lower ratio than some 
other tools, and might need to repeatedly re-index data. These requirements can reduce performance 
and scale. ChaosSearch takes a different approach. It enables ops engineers to create a compressed 
physical index of all the logs, create object groups for subsets of logs, then configure their own virtual 
index views that support their searches and queries. They can absorb ongoing source updates without 
repeatedly reindexing their data.

Does it meet your latency and throughput requirements?

Most ops engineers need search and query response times of seconds rather than minutes, so they 
can spot and solve issues before they put SLAs at risk. Once you understand the pipeline for each log 
analytics product, you can short-list the most promising candidates and assess them in a proof of 
concept on your enterprise data. Evaluate your short-list candidates based on rigorous production 
scenarios to identify potential future bottlenecks. Be sure to measure not just latency and throughput, 
but also the full amount of time required to resolve issues—the true measure of value of log analytics.

How does the performance and scalability of this product affect the volume of logs you can analyze?

If a log analytics product hits the wall, for example with indexing, it forces ops engineers to reduce the 
volume of logs they analyze. For example, they might need to discard certain sources, try to filter out 
“noisy” logs, or retain logs for shorter periods of time. Find out what it takes to make your short-list 
products hit the wall, whether that scenario seems likely, and whether the consequences are acceptable. 
Ideally your product should be able to process 12 months or more of historical logs to enrich your 
analytics with annual trending and year-ago comparisons.

How do performance and scalability affect your compute costs?

It’s tempting to read the prior three paragraphs and say, “why not just throw more compute at the 
problem? Elastic cloud computing speeds everything up.” The answer, of course, is that cloud compute 
gets pricey fast. You don’t want to spin up limitless cloud compute cycles any more than you want to 
hand your teenager a credit card in a video game store, because you know next month’s bill will hurt. 
Evaluate log analytics products based on their ability to achieve the right performance by efficiently using 
precious compute cycles—not by just using more.

When answering these questions, be sure to add a comfortable margin for future growth in log volumes, 
as well as spikes in log traffic during intense business periods. These might include Cyber Monday events 
for retailers or quarter-end sales processing for enterprises in any industry.

https://www.chaossearch.io/
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Criterion 4. Open Architecture
Ops engineers need to study logs that describe the intricate, evolving patterns of life in their IT 
ecosystem. This means they need a log analytics product that connects to many data stores, processes 
many types of log data, and delivers results to many kinds of user tools. Evaluate log analytics products 
based on the level of effort it takes to support the following components of an open architecture. 
Integration should require minimal custom scripting or programming.

 > Log sources. Log analytics products must transform and analyze logs from myriad sources, including 
applications, database servers, audit records, message queues, content delivery networks, containers, 
container orchestration tools, load balancers, and virtual private clouds. Many enterprises consolidate 
logs from such sources into a storage repository.

 > Storage. Log analytics products should connect to your data where it already resides—for example, 
in Amazon S3, Azure Blob Storage, and Google Cloud Storage—whose elastic and flexible object 
stores are well suited for voluminous semi-structured data such as logs. Some enterprises also store 
logs in the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS). 

 > Data formats. These products should support a broad set of open data formats, such as comma-
separated values (CSV), JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), and Log. They also should not convert data 
to a proprietary format that makes it harder or impossible to export that data in the future. 

 > Application programming interfaces (APIs) and drivers. Ops engineers should be able to access 
data through common APIs, such as representational state transfer (REST), the Elasticsearch API, and 
SQL, and drivers such as Java database connectivity (JDBC) and open database connectivity (ODBC). 

 > Visualization tools. Log analytics products should deliver search and query results to popular 
visualization tools such as Kibana, Grafana, Looker, Tableau, and PowerBI.

 > Workflow tools. Logs can trigger alerts that require action. To make this happen, your log analytics 
product should integrate with tools such as Slack for employee communication, Opsgenie and 
PagerDuty for incident management, Jira for software development, and Zendesk for customer 
service.

Figure 2 illustrates the critical elements of an open architecture for log analytics.

The ideal log analytics product supports your environment as is—your existing data store, the current 
format of your data, your preferred visualization tool, etc. As you evaluate the “openness” of potential log 
analytics products, look for areas of lock-in risk. Does the log analytics product force you to use its own 
proprietary formats or APIs, or to learn and use a new visualization interface? Such requirements mean it 

https://aws.amazon.com/s3/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/storage/blobs/
https://cloud.google.com/storage
https://hadoop.apache.org/
https://www.elastic.co/enterprise-search
https://www.elastic.co/kibana/
https://grafana.com/
https://looker.com/
https://www.tableau.com/
https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/
https://slack.com/
https://www.atlassian.com/software/opsgenie/what-is-opsgenie
https://www.pagerduty.com/
https://www.atlassian.com/software/jira
https://www.zendesk.com/
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will take longer to get productive on the new tool. They also reduce your future options to change data 
stores or visualization tools. Be sure to scope up front what is required to maintain tool interoperability 
and data portability.

Criterion 5. Governance
Log analytics poses less governance risk than some other types of analytics because logs have higher data 
quality (e.g., fewer conflicting duplicates) and contain less PII than, for example, customer records in a 
customer relationship management (CRM) application. However, your log analytics product still needs to 
help govern data and reduce risk. Ask the following questions to assess how well candidate products do this. 

Does this product create multiple copies or partitions of data that affect data quality?

The more you replicate data, the more you create different versions of the truth. To maintain data quality, 
your product should provide a single, unified representation of all your log data, based on a single 
physical copy—while still maintaining a separate copy for backup and failover purposes. Also seek out 

Figure 2. Open Architecture for Log Analytics

Visualization tools: Kibana, Grafana, 
Looker, Tableau, PowerBI…

Workfloor tools: Slack, Opsgenie, 
PagerDuty, Jira, Zendesk

APIs and drivers: REST, Elasticsearch API, SQL, JDBC, ODBC

Data formats: CSV, JSON, Log

Storage: cloud objects stores, HDFS

Log Sources: Applications, database servers, audit records, message queues, content delivery 
networks, containers, container orchestration tools, load balancers, virtual private clouds…
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products that avoid distributing log data via partitions or shards. Configuring shards adds complexity and 
risk: one corrupted shard can undermine the quality or reliability of additional data.

Can it protect PII?

PII still can creep into your logs. For example, application logs might include user passwords, credit card 
numbers, or encryption keys. Developers and DevOps engineers can configure applications to exclude 
such data from their logs. More broadly, they can use guidelines from industry groups such as the Open 
Web Application Security Project (OWASP) to establish secure and compliant logging processes. Your 
log analytics product should enable ops engineers of all types to set filters so that they exclude PII from 
the log views they create. Ideally it also will encrypt data at rest and in flight. 

Does it provide granular role-based access controls?

As with any analytics product, you need to ensure that only authenticated users can access a given data 
set, and that they can only perform authorized actions on that data set. Look for products that control 
actions on the following dimensions:

 > Users: individuals and groups

 > Data: sources, views, and attributes

 > Actions: data storage, transformation, analysis, and visualization

Your log analytics product also should integrate with third-party identity management tools such as 
Okta, Onelogin, Azure Active Directory, and AWS Identity and Access Management (IAM), which 
provide one interface to authenticate users for all types of enterprise systems.

Does it require you to change data stores?

When you move data between stores or clouds, you introduce new security risks. And when that data 
arrives in its new store, you need to configure new security settings. Seek out a product that layers onto 
your existing log data, wherever it resides, and therefore retains your existing security settings. Most 
enterprises already consolidate their log data in cloud object stores, so your log analytics product should 
layer onto that.

Can it audit user actions to assist compliance efforts?

Regulations such as GDPR, CCPA, and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 
require enterprises to audit and document the actions they take with customer data. Your log analytics 
product should monitor and document the actions that business owners, ops engineers, and other users 
take with customer-related log data—and alert compliance officers of suspicious activity.

https://owasp.org/www-project-top-ten/2017/A3_2017-Sensitive_Data_Exposure
https://owasp.org/www-project-top-ten/2017/A3_2017-Sensitive_Data_Exposure
https://www.okta.com/
https://www.onelogin.com/
https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/services/active-directory/
https://aws.amazon.com/iam/
https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/index.html
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Have independent authorities attested to the security capabilities of this product?

New vendors especially should provide third-party validation of their security controls. For example, 
auditing firms can certify the ability of a vendor to meet System and Organization Control (SOC) 
standards in areas such as confidentiality, privacy, and processing integrity. 

Getting Started
Your log analytics product should empower ITOps, DevOps, and CloudOps engineers to improve the 
stability and agility of their IT environment, and thereby help their enterprise become more productive. 
However, this is easier said than done. To reduce IT complexity and drive competitive advantage, ops 
engineers should evaluate how log analytics products map to their specific use cases and requirements. 
Consider these guiding principles as you approach this decision point in your log analytics strategy:

 > Define your minimum requirements and deal-breakers. Probe and test candidate products in 
each of the evaluation criteria: ease of use, analytical flexibility, performance and scalability, support 
for an open architecture, and governance capabilities. Assemble your requirements, and use those 
requirements to tailor your product questions in each criterion.

 > Test a range of use cases and workloads. Push the envelope during a proof of concept so you 
can find breaking points before you buy. For example, you can enlist a power user from your ops 
engineering team to assess how well your candidate product meets your most stringent technical 
requirements. 

 > Predict your future requirements. Assume your environment will continue to evolve, changing users, 
devices, applications—and accumulating logs all the while. Ask whether you believe your candidate 
will meet your log analytics requirements in three years. Your answer will depend on the scalability and 
architectural “openness” of that product.

IT does not always increase productivity. But enterprises that analyze their logs in an efficient, scalable, 
and flexible way—and pick the right product to help them—can continue to eke out the productivity 
gains that make technology worth the trouble.

https://www.aicpa.org/interestareas/frc/assuranceadvisoryservices/sorhome.html
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About Eckerson Group
Wayne Eckerson, a globally-known author, speaker, and consultant, formed Eckerson 
Group to help organizations get more value from data and analytics. His goal is to provide 
organizations with expert guidance during every step of their data and analytics journey.

Eckerson Group helps organizations in three ways: 

 > Our thought leaders publish practical, compelling content that keeps data analytics leaders abreast 
of the latest trends, techniques, and tools in the field. 

 > Our consultants listen carefully, think deeply, and craft tailored solutions that translate business 
requirements into compelling strategies and solutions.

 > Our advisors provide one-on-one coaching and mentoring to data leaders and help software vendors 
develop go-to-market strategies.

Eckerson Group is a global research and consulting firm that focuses solely on data and analytics. 
Our experts specialize in data governance, self-service analytics, data architecture, data science, data 
management, and business intelligence.

Our clients say we are hard-working, insightful, and humble. It all stems from our love of data and our 
desire to help organizations turn insights into action. We are a family of continuous learners, interpreting 
the world of data and analytics for you. 

Get more value from your data. Put an expert on your side. Learn what Eckerson Group can do for you! 

G E T • M O R E • V A L U E • F R O M • Y O U R • D A T A

http://www.eckerson.com/
http://www.eckerson.com/
https://calendly.com/eckerson-consulting/request
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About ChaosSearch
ChaosSearch enables customers to Know BetterTM, 
delivering data insights at scale while achieving the true 
promise of data lake economics. The ChaosSearch Data 
Platform connects to and indexes data within a customer’s cloud storage environment, rendering it fully 
searchable and available for analysis with existing data tools—all with unlimited scale, industry-leading 
resiliency, and massive cost savings.  

Based on these capabilities, ChaosSearch is an ideal replacement for the commonly deployed ELK stack 
today. With ChaosSearch, customers can perform scalable log analytics on AWS S3, using the familiar 
ElasticSearch API for queries, and Kibana for log analytics and visualizations while reducing costs and 
improving analytical capabilities.

https://www.chaossearch.io
https://www.chaossearch.io
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